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Abstract

Body size and body temperature are the two most important traits in biology. In this thesis I show how these two variables have shaped the evolution of insects over the last 300 million years. These variables are so important in fact that three rules have been developed to summarize their effects: (1) bigger is better, (2) hotter makes you smaller, and (3) hotter is better.

Using primarily dragonflies and damselflies, I explore the implications of these rules in the evolution of insects. Bigger is better (rule 1) states that larger individuals tend to have higher fitness. In insects larger adult body size is expected to produce higher fitness in terms of higher fecundity in females and higher mating success in males, while potentially increasing longevity in both males and females. I show that there are limits to how large one can get, and stabilizing selection body is expected to be the norm in most populations, mediated through conflicting selection between large adults and costs of increased development time.

Hotter makes you smaller (rule 2), also known as the temperature-size rule in insects, states that within a population insects that develop in warmer regions will be smaller. The hotter makes you smaller rule is typically observed along a latitudinal gradient within the range of a species. This within species trend suggests strong associations between an organism size and its developmental environment, and suggests a possible resolution to of the paradox imposed by the bigger is better rule. While the temperature-size rule is well-established in natural and laboratory populations, I show that other factors such as predation and dispersal are likely determining latitudinal size patterns between species.

The final rule (rule 3), hotter is better, is the least well-established “rule” of the three rules. It states that warmer body temperatures will tend to lead higher performance in adult insects. Since dragonflies and damselflies are ectotherms, they are strongly dependent on ambient temperature to achieve optimal body temperatures, I show that hotter is not always better, and individuals with higher heating rates are favoured only in extreme temperature conditions, and otherwise thermal inertia is preferred, since the mean environment will match an individual’s optimal body temperature.
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Abstract

Body size and body temperature are the two most important traits in biology. In this thesis I show how these two variables have shaped the evolution of insects over the last 300 million years. These variables are so important in fact that three rules have been developed to summarize their effects: (1) bigger is better, (2) hotter makes you smaller, and (3) hotter is better.

Using primarily dragonflies and damselflies, I explore the implications of these rules in the evolution of insects. Bigger is better (rule 1) states that larger individuals tend to have higher fitness. In insects larger adult body size is expect to produce higher fitness in terms of higher fecundity in females and higher mating success in males, while potentially increasing longevity in both males and females. I show that there are limits to how large one can get, and stabilizing selection body is expected to be the norm in most populations, mediated through conflicting selection between large adults and costs of increased development time.

Hotter makes you smaller (rule 2), also known as the temperature-size rule in insects, states that within a population insects that develop in warmer regions will be smaller. The hotter makes you smaller rule is typically observed along a latitudinal gradient within the range of a species. This within species trend suggests strong associations between an organism size and its developmental environment, and suggests a possible resolution to of the paradox imposed by the bigger is better rule. While the temperature-size rule is well-established in natural and laboratory populations, I show that other factors such as predation and dispersal are likely determining latitudinal size patterns between species.

The final rule (rule 3), hotter is better, is the least well-established “rule” of the three rules. It states that warmer body temperatures will tend to lead higher performance in adult insects. Since dragonflies and damselflies are ectotherms, they are strongly dependent on ambient temperature to achieve optimal body temperatures, I show that hotter is not always better, and individuals with higher heating rates are favoured only in extreme temperature conditions, and otherwise thermal inertia is preferred, since the mean environment will match an individual’s optimal body temperature.
Popular Science Summary

For every type of animal there is an optimal size, but bigger is often better. 300 million years ago giant crow-sized dragonflies were the largest insects to ever exist. Higher atmospheric oxygen concentrations are thought to have allowed them to both fly and develop into giants. But today the largest dragonflies are no larger than a human hand and take decades to develop into adults. But why become crow-sized or hand-sized in the first place when there are significant risks to developing for decades?

Larger adult insects tend to survive longer, lay more eggs, or have more sex. If bigger is better, why no super giant dragonflies today? Even if dragonflies raised in chambers with high oxygen only become slightly larger. Long development times, is the likely answer, and being eaten as a child is a strong incentive to mature quickly into an adult.

Larger body size means larger muscles, more heat production, and a reduced surface-volume-ratio. Even under ideal conditions, the body temperatures of the largest extinct dragonflies may have exceeded 50 C. How super giant dragonflies were able to fly and not boil their insides is still an open question. If there is an optimal body size, there is also an optimal body temperature.

Surface-to-volume ratio is believed to be responsible for patterns in mammals like Bergman’s rule, but for insects there is another rule called the temperature-size rule: insects raised at higher temperatures tend to be smaller. You might be thinking that the temperature-size rule sounds very similar to Bergman’s rule (getting bigger as it gets colder), and dragonflies in the north tend to be larger than dragonflies in the south. But the reasons why mammals and dragonflies have larger body size in colder temperatures are different. For dragonflies and other insects, warmer temperatures lead to faster development times and smaller sizes. The temperature size-rule, however, is probably not enough to explain the distribution different sized dragonfly species. Or why large species are more likely to be found at temperate latitudes though. In chapter V, I explain why increased threats from birds and greater dispersive ability by larger species might explain why larger dragonflies have been more likely to move out of the tropics.

Over-heating is not the only challenge to being large. Dragonflies and other insects also rely on sunlight and outside temperatures to warm up on cold days, and larger body size will decrease the ability of an individual to reach an optimal body temperature quickly. Natural selection should favour individuals that find a balance between development time, heating gain/loss, and fitness.
Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning

För varje typ av djur finns en optimal storlek, men större är ofta bättre. För 300 miljoner år sedan var jättelika drakeflugor de största insekterna någonsin. Högre atmosfäriska syrekoncentrationer tros ha tillåtit dem att både flyga och utvecklas till jättar. Men idag är de största sländorna inte större än en mänsklig hand och tar decennier att utvecklas till vuxna. Men varför blir kråkmått eller handstorlek i första hand när det finns betydande risker för att utvecklas i årtionden?

Större vuxna insekter tenderar att överleva längre, lägga mer ägg eller ha mer sex. Om större är bättre, varför är ingen super jätte libell idag? Även om sländor som lyfts upp i kamrar med högt syre blir de bara lite större. Långa utvecklingstider, är det troliga svaret, och att ätas som ett barn är ett starkt incitament för att mogna snabbt till en vuxen.

Större kroppsstorlek betyder större muskler, mer värme produktion och minskat ytvolumförhållande. Även under idealiska förhållanden kan kroppstemperaturerna hos de största utdöda sländorna ha överskridit 50 C. Hur super jätte sländor kunde flyga och inte koka sina insidor är fortfarande en öppen fråga. Om det finns en optimal kroppsstorlek finns det också en optimal kroppstemperatur.


Överuppvärmning är inte den enda utmaningen att vara stor. Dragonflies och andra insekter är också beroende av solljus och utetemperaturer för att värma upp på kalla dagar, och större kroppsstorlek minskar individens förmåga att nå en optimal kroppstemperatur snabbt. Naturligt urval bör gynna individer som finner en balans mellan utvecklingstiden, värmeförstärkning / förlust och fitness.
General Introduction

Kingsolver and Huey (2008) wrote the following three-rule haiku for selection and life history in insects:

\[ bigger \ is \ better \]
\[ hotter \ makes \ you \ smaller \]
\[ hotter \ is \ better \]

It is not surprising that three rules can explain a lot of insect biology, since body size and temperature are two of the most important variables in biology, and size and temperature also interact and influence the evolution of the other. In this thesis, I will explore the implications of these rules in the evolution of insects.

Bigger is better (rule 1) states that larger individuals tend to have higher fitness. In insects larger adult body size is expected to produce higher fitness in terms of higher fecundity in females and higher mating success in males, while potentially increasing longevity in both males and females. However, there are, of course, limits to how large one can get, and stabilizing selection on body size is expected to be the norm in most populations, although it is often not observed in nature (Kingsolver et al. 2001). Fossil lineages of many insects, such as dragonflies and damselflies, also show no net trend of increasing body size despite being good support for rule 1. How can we resolve the paradox of stasis in the fossil record and positive selection in natural populations? I will address these questions in chapter III.

Hotter makes you smaller (rule 2), also known as the temperature-size rule in insects, states that within a population insects that develop in warmer regions will be smaller. The hotter makes you smaller rule is typically observed along a latitudinal gradient within the range of a species. This within species trend suggests strong associations between an organism size and its developmental environment, and suggests a possible resolution to of the paradox imposed by the bigger is better rule. While the temperature-size rule is well-established in natural and laboratory populations, it unknown whether this rule will create large-scale geographic patterns between species. In chapter V, I look at whether temperature or some other factor primarily shapes body size distributions in dragonflies and damselflies.

The final rule (rule 3), hotter is better, is the least well-established “rule” of the three rules. It states that warmer body temperatures will tend to lead higher performance in adult insects. Since insects are ectotherms, they are strongly dependent on ambient temperature to achieve optimal body temperatures, and it is generally the case the individuals within a population with higher body
temperatures will have better performance. Since the rate at which and insect can heat up (say after a cold night) is largely dependent on its body size and mass, rule 1 (bigger is better) and rule 3 (hotter is better) might seem to be opposed to one another. This creates a situation where the winning rule might depend on the environmental context (namely the ambient temperature). In the next section, I will outline how this thesis addresses these three rules of insect evolution and resolves some of the paradoxes these 3 rules create.

**Thesis Aims**

I address the complex relationship between body size and body temperature in ectothermic insects. Although the three rules of Kingsolver and Huey (2008) are fairly well established within populations, less research has been done on how these rules interact, and what are the broad patterns between species and across evolutionary time. While population-level biology is useful for understanding ecology, behavior, and selection, there is often a question as to whether the results of any population-level study are applicable over longer macroevolutionary time scales (Arnold et al. 2001). Studies attempting to connect macroevolution and population biology are rarely done in practice. However, such comparisons can be informative because what appears to be a paradox at one level can perhaps be resolved at another level. In this thesis, there will be several examples where micro- and macro-evolution inform each other.

All good research starts with methods development, and in chapter I, I present important developments in estimating selection on survival when recapture probabilities are not perfect. A large portion of my PhD studies, was spent measuring survival for small insects that were not easy to find (or recapture) in the field, and I address how I was able to measure survival selection, even when I was not completely sure an individual I was following was dead. This paper is published along with an R package EasyMARK, which allows for easier processing of capture history data.

From the cover art and article titles, it is obvious that almost all of this thesis is about dragonflies and damselflies. In chapter II, I present the Odonate Phenotypic Database (opdb)(Odonata being the name for the Order), which was a collaborative project between myself and the co-authors. The opdb is a resource for dragonfly and damselfly phenotypes. The database consists of a variety of morphological, behavioural, and bio-geographical information collected from various sources. The database is not intended for species identification, but for comparative analysis within the group or to be combined with data from other groups. The database is open to use to public and can be found at odonatephenotypicdatabase.org.
In chapter III, I integrate field data and phylogenetic comparative analyses to investigate the causes of body size evolution and stasis in dragonflies and damselflies. I address the paradox of if bigger is better, why is there widespread stasis in the fossil record? I find that there is strong evidence for bigger is better in the adult stage in dragonflies and damselflies, and I suggest that the lack of Cope’s rule in this group results from conflicting selection between fitness advantages of large adult size and costs of long larval development. In chapter IV, I make a small commentary on Uyeda et al. (2011), and the misuse of the visual metaphor of the blunderbuss as a symbol of stasis and punctuated evolution.

In chapter V, I look into the factors influencing geographic body size patterns in dragonflies and damselflies. I find that the temperature-size rule (hotter is smaller), might not explain global geographic size differences between species. I find that temperature is not the primary force driving latitudinal body size trends in this group, and that ecological factors such as bird diversity and dispersal ability may play a larger role in shaping geographic body size patterns.

In chapter VI, I investigate the evolutionary potential of phenotypic plasticity in the thermal performance in fruit flies. I find that genetic variance in thermal performance curves might be low for male mating rate, making it unlikely that sexual selection through male mating success would be efficient in mediating evolutionary rescue through changed plasticity in response to changing temperatures. Finally in chapter VII, I examine the “hotter is better” rule in damselflies. In the study, I find that temperature extremes have a negative effect on survival and mating rate in our two studies species. I find that sexual selection on thermal plasticity increases in both high and low temperatures, implying that increased heating rate (hotter is better) is only adaptive in non-optimal temperature environments.

Background

Ecology of dragonflies and damselflies

Dragonflies and damselflies (odonates) are insects with complex life cycles, wherein growth and reproduction are divided roughly into four stages: 1. Egg 2. Larval 3. Immature 4. Adult. For simplicity it is helpful to informally call stages 1 and 2 the **larval stage** and stages 3 and 4 the **adult stage** (Stoks and Cordoba-Aguilar 2012). Events and conditions in the larval stage have been shown to have carry over effects and morphological and fitness consequences for the adult stage (Corbet 1999; Stoks and Cordoba-Aguilar 2012). In chapter III, I discuss how it is likely larval development time that counteracts the “bigger is better” rule in odonates.
The aquatic larval stage (of several molts) is specialized for fast growth, and can last months and years in some species. This is considerably longer than the adult stage, which usually lasts a few days or months. The largest dragonflies of the genus *Petalura* (200 mm body length) are purported to have larval stages lasting decades, uniquely living in burrows, which are probably predator defenses (Baird 2014)(Fig. 1).

![Image of the largest extant dragonfly](image)

**Figure 1.** The Largest dragonfly.  
The largest extant dragonfly of the genus *Petalura*. Known for having a long larval period of up to 10 years and being one of the few dragonflies that lives in burrows.

Growing larva are subject to predation, parasites, and cannibalism. Larval activity increases mortality from predators (Mcpeek 2004), and time-constrained larvae increase their activity rates (Johansson and Rowe 1999). Larvae are also more active in turbid (cloudy) water than in clear water when fish predators present (van de Meutter *et al.* 2005). Gut parasites and water mites have been shown to reduce mass and adult survival (Braune and Rolff 2001; Tsubaki and Hooper 2004). The longer larvae spends underwater, the higher the probability of infection or predation (Corbet 1999).

The winged adult stage is specialized for dispersal and reproduction. Males can have territorial or opportunistic mating systems (scramble competition). Territories can be important for plant substrates and flowing water, as egg survival usually increases in areas with higher flow rate (Siva-Jothy *et al.* 1995). Sexual selection and visual signaling are important in many dragonflies and damselflies (Tynkkynen *et al.* 2005; Svensson *et al.* 2007; Svensson and Waller 2013). Some species of the genus *Calopteryx* have dark wing pigment, which has been shown to
be important for immunity function signaling (Siva-Jothy 2000). In chapter VII, I show that dark wing patches are positively related to lifespan and mating success in males.

Associations between wing pigmentation and male parasite resistance have been interpreted as supporting indicator models, or “good genes” models (Siva-Jothy 2000; Rantala et al. 2000). Other sexual selection studies indicate that wing pigmentation is important in male-male interference competition (Grether 1996; Tynkkynen et al. 2005), and it has also been demonstrated that pigmentation functions as a species recognition character and in sexual isolation, and shows a signature of latitudinal sorting, with the frequency of pigmented species higher in the temperate zone (Svensson & Waller 2013). In chapter VII, I show that males with darker wing patches also have higher heating rates.

**Body size, oxygen, and fossils**

In the fossil record, there are odonate (Protodonata) specimens with wing lengths of 350 mm (700 mm wingspans), which are comparable to the size of an adult crow (Harrison et al. 2010)(Fig. 3). Higher atmospheric oxygen levels 300 million years ago are thought to be in part responsible for the large body sizes seen in dragonflies and other insects (Harrison et al. 2010). This idea is also supported by experimental work on fruit flies (Drosophila), which if raised in experimentally...
increased oxygen for multiple generations, evolve increased mean body size (Klok & Harrison 2009).

![Figure 3. Variation in body size in the fossil record.](image)

Variation in odonate body size found in the fossil record. It is thought that high oxygen content in the atmosphere may have allowed some ancient insects to grow to the size of small birds. However, the relationship between insect body size and oxygen is probably not as simple as once believed.

![Figure 4. Oxygen percentage in the atmosphere over the last 350 million years.](image)

Figure 4 shows the oxygen percentage in the atmosphere over the last 350 million years (GEOCARBSULF model)(Berner 2009). The peak atmospheric oxygen in this reconstruction corresponds well to the peak seen in giant insects 300 million years ago (Clapham and Karr 2012). A 10% increase in oxygen concentration is thought to be especially important in the energetically intensive process of flight (Harrison et al. 2010). Body size also appears to be decoupled from oxygen levels after that initial peak (Clapham and Karr 2012), although other oxygen-record reconstructions might show a different pattern (Harrison et al. 2010).
In the fossil record, small and intermediate lineages have coexisted with the large ones. The response to high oxygen conditions is not uniformly to increase, and some laboratory studies on insects have shown that they actually became smaller in higher oxygen levels (Harrison et al. 2010). When oxygen is abundant it may allow insects to overcome some costly physiological constraints, and if growing larger has positive effects on survival, reproduction, or mating success, populations will evolve to become larger. No such evolutionary response would be expected, if there is no fitness benefits to being larger.

Lower atmospheric oxygen is not the only or even the most likely reason why maximum body size in odonates is presently smaller than in the past (Clapham and Karr 2012). Size-dependent predation by flying predators has been suggested as a constraint since 150 MYA (Clapham and Karr 2012), and it has been shown – in an extant population of two Calopterygid species (Calopteryx splendens and C. virgo) that larger individuals (longer wings) are indeed more likely to be predated by birds (Svensson and Friberg 2007). Odonates may also have occupied niches that are now occupied by vertebrates (Harrison et al. 2010). In chapter V, I show that bird diversity is negatively related to body size in present-day odonates even after accounting for other environmental variables, such as forest cover, temperature, and precipitation.
The comparative method

Often there are questions that cannot be answered by experimentation: When did a trait evolve? What is the rate of evolution? Are these two traits convergent? Why does this group have more species than another group? Phylogenetic comparative methods offer ways to address these questions and others (Pagel and Harvey 1988; Pagel 1999; Zsolt 2014).

Generally (although not exclusively), comparative methods use trait data from extant taxa and a phylogenetic tree to perform inferences or detect some pattern (Hansen and Martins 1996). Most comparative methods benefit from having a time-dated phylogenetic tree, which can usually be constructed from aligned genes and fossils after making some assumptions about the rate of mutation. Then typically some hierarchal clustering method is performed to produce a matrix of relatedness (Felsenstein 1984; Saitou and Nei 1987; Yang 1994). This relatedness and the divergence times are then in most cases incorporated into a covariance matrix of multi-variant normal distribution, and some inference is performed (Grafen 1989; Felsenstein 1997; Hansen and Martins 1996).

The inferred covariance matrix need not be perfect (i.e. it does not need to have a topology that exactly reflects evolutionary events) for non-independence to be adequately accounted for. Lacking a phylogeny, a taxonomy-level-based (family, genus, species) covariance matrix will usually suffice (Evans et al. 2012; Soul and Friedman 2015), although it is of course better to have a phylogeny that is as “true” as possible, although it should be emphasized that a phylogeny is always a hypothesis of the true underlying evolutionary relationships (Donoghue and Ackerly 1996). Uncertainty about divergence dates and topology can be incorporated if one takes a probabilistic and pragmatic perspective to tree building (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001; Pagel et al. 2004). While taxonomists strive to construct a fully dichotomous and trees with nodes that have low uncertainty, in some circumstances, a comparative biologist can be more pragmatic about uncertainty, since the exact relationship between taxa is not usually the main objective (Martins and Housworth 2002).

Modern probabilistic approaches to tree building can produce a posterior sample of trees, which can capture the uncertainty present in the topology and divergence dates (Drummond and Rambaut 2007). This sample of trees can then be used in any downstream comparative analysis. This will of course increase the uncertainty of any estimated parameters, but this uncertainty will reflect reality and might be acceptable. This pragmatic strategy allows one to make inferences and test models of evolution without having to wait for the “perfect phylogenetic tree.” It is this type of approach that I have employed in this thesis in chapter III.

For continuous characters, a simple model of evolution is a random walk process (Hansen 1997). A random walk can be modeled as draws from a normal distribution at each time step, which are then added (or subtracted) from the
previous time step. This process can be run several times, with each path taken representing a lineage drifting randomly through character space (Fig. 5). How quickly a trait evolves will depend on the rate of evolution, which is the variance of the normal distribution described above. The end result should produce a group of extant lineages with an expected phenotypic variance equal to the time multiplied by the rate (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. Brownian motion and pullback force.
An illustration of a Brownian motion (BM) and an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process. BM is shown in light gray while the OU process is in black. The OU process is the same as the BM process except that an OU process includes a constraint terms ($\alpha$) that acts as a spring pulling extreme values back closer to the lineage mean ($\theta$) wing size.

This Brownian motion model of evolution assumes that there are no constraints on upper or lower bounds of this process. Constraints can however be modelled by adding an extra term to our model, which controls a pullback force as traits drift further away from the mean. This type of model is called Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model (Hansen 1997; Butler and King 2004).
For odonates, aside from the trivial constraint that body size cannot be negative, several constraints have been proposed on the upper limit of body size. About 300 mya and 150 mya odonates seem to have reached some local maxima in body size, according to the fossil record (Fig. 6). Since that time odonates have become smaller. This has led to the suggestion that birds are constraining maximum body size in this group, since they evolved around 150 mya. Another suggestion is that atmospheric oxygen levels are the limiting force (Harrison et al. 2010), since atmospheric oxygen levels were much higher about 300 mya (Fig. 5).

**Figure 6. What is constraining body size in odonates?**
Comparison of modern-age body sizes with ancient dragonflies and damselflies fossils. Here we see that even if constraints were relaxed (shown in pink) that at the current rate of evolution, dragonflies and damselflies have likely not had enough time to reach the very large sizes seen in the ancient past.

OU models are not able to assign causation to the constraints they measure, but they can tease out the rate of evolution (rate of change in the trait). In Fig. 6, I show that odonates in the modern age (the last 80-65 my since the last major extinction event), likely have not had enough time to reach the sizes observed in the fossil record 300 mya, but they nevertheless and with current selective constraints (caused by oxygen levels, birds, or some other ecological agent), they are likely to remain small until the constraints on their body size are relaxed (Fig. 6).
Evolution of thermal performance traits

Insects are considered thermal conformers because they allow their body temperature to closely match ambient temperature (Sanborn 2004; Angilletta 2009). In ectotherms, important physiological processes are at the mercy of ambient temperature, and from an enzymatic point of view, being an obligate thermal conformer might not always be optimal (Huey and Berrigan 2001; Blouin-Demers et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2008). Enzymes are less efficient at any non-optimal temperatures, so even though ectotherms will tend to match ambient temperatures without immediate mortality, we might still expect better thermoregulatory ability to be selected for in certain contexts, especially in extreme environments (Huey et al. 2009). While ectotherms have less control over their internal temperature than endotherms by definition, they typically still have the ability to thermoregulate to some degree via behaviour and physiology, and variation in this ability will differ between species and even within individuals in a population (Hoffmann et al. 2011; Somero 2010; Kearney et al. 2009; Buckley et al. 2015). Therefore, the dichotomy of being a thermoregulatory versus a thermal conformer is as false one, and even groups considered to be thermal conformers have fitness incentives to regulate their internal body temperatures to some extent (Huey and Slatkin 1976, Martin et al. 2008).

Climate change will likely increase seasonal variation in temperature in many areas, making the ability to thermoregulate increasingly important for ectotherms (Deutsch et al. 2008). Many temperate ectotherms appear to have maximum thermal tolerances that are 10–20 °C higher than required to withstand the average summer air temperatures where they live, which might reflect their evolutionary origin in tropical environments (Sanborn 2004; Sunday et al. 2011). There are many behavioral, morphological, and physiological adaptations that might allow ectotherms to survive unfavourable thermal environments (May 1979 ;Heinrich 2013), and the body temperatures of some insects have been recorded more than 35°C above ambient temperature (Sanborn 2004).

A large source of heat in insects is the flight muscles, and insects can increase heat generation through increased muscle activity (May 1979). Basking or changing body orientation to the sun is also a typical method that minimizes the exposed surface area and heat uptake (Porter 1982; Heinrich 2013). Color or melanism might also be a route to increasing the amount of radiation that gets turned into heat energy (True 2003; Trullas 2007; Svensson and Waller 2013). Finally, simply evolving a larger or smaller body size can change the surface-to-volume ratio of an insect, and effectively regulate its body temperature (Kingsolver and Huey 2008).

Thermal plasticity is a measure of an individual’s ability to change its body temperature after a thermal stress (Trotta et al. 2006; Waller et al. 2017). It can be measured by the slope of heating or cooling rate after a thermal stress is applied.
This thermal performance measure captures any physiological differences between individuals in terms of their thermal plasticity, but also might capture any behavioral adjustments such as orientation and muscle activity.

The rate of evolution in response to selection on thermal plasticity depends on generation time, the additive genetic variances and covariances underlying phenotypic variation, and the strength of selection on traits that influence performance (Lynch and Walsh 1998), and a large number of studies have demonstrated that there is genetic variation in the slope of thermal reaction norms (Gutteling et al. 2007; Winterhalter and Mousseau 2007). Where environmental temperatures are largely constant, such as in the tropics, it might be expected that genetic variation in thermal traits might be low (Angilletta 2009). In other words, we might expect individuals in populations to be “canalized” by stabilizing into a certain thermal regimes and respond slowly to thermal stresses (Liefting et al. 2009). Conversely, in variable environments one might expect that selection be greater, and individuals might respond quickly to a thermal stress. Unfortunately, very few field studies have looked at selection on thermal traits in natural populations.

In chapter VII, I examine selection on thermal sensitivity in two species of damselflies common in southern Sweden, Calopteryx splendens (Harris 1780) and Calopteryx virgo (Linnaeus 1758). The genus Calopteryx did not evolve in Europe, but has migrated from tropical latitudes (Svensson and Waller 2013), and invaded southern Sweden around 12 000 years ago after the last glacial period (Misof et al. 2000; Clark et al. 2009).

Figure 7. Thermal images.
Thermal images of damselflies taken in the field.
Materials and Methods

Measuring selection in natural populations

Simple predictions about expected evolutionary changes in population mean phenotypes can be made using the following equation, as developed from quantitative genetics (Lynch & Walsh 1998)

$$\Delta \mathbf{z} = \mathbf{G} \beta$$

Where, $\Delta \mathbf{z}$ denotes a vector of changes in phenotypic means of the population, $\beta$ denotes a directional selection gradient vector, $\mathbf{G}$ denotes the genetic variance-covariance matrix (Lande 1979). Depending on the structure of the $\mathbf{G}$ matrix, and making some assumptions about the multi-variate normality of the measured traits, we can use this information to predict the direction and magnitude of evolutionary change in natural populations (Lande and Arnold 1983).

It is important to emphasize that measuring selection ($\beta$) is different from measuring the reaction to selection ($\Delta \mathbf{z}$). If one knows $\Delta \mathbf{z}$ and $\mathbf{G}$ for a set of phenotypes, it is possible to solve for $\beta$, but such information is rarely available in natural populations. Lande and Arnold (1983), pointed out that fitness could be split into different components, such as survival, viability selection (survival to sexual maturity), mating success (the number of mates), or fecundity (the number of eggs). These components of fitness can then be used to quantify selection on the given set of phenotypes. The product of these different components of fitness can be combined to produce selection on total fitness. Such a fitness function could be written as a simple linear model:

$$w = \alpha + \beta z + \frac{1}{2} \gamma z^2$$

Where $w$ is relative fitness, $\alpha$ is an intercept term, $\beta$ is a linear selection gradient, $z$ is a standardized trait vector and $\gamma$ provides information about any curvature in the fitness surface (e.g. disruptive or stabilizing selection). The practical implementation of Lande and Arnold's method involves simply fitting a linear model with standardized response (survival, mating success, fecundity) and explanatory (trait) variables values with quadratic terms (multiplied by two) (Stinchcombe et al. 2008). These straightforward statistical methods have stimulated evolutionary biologists to measure literally thousands selection coefficients using commonly available statistical software (Kingsolver et al. 2001).

It is important to remember that genetic covariances ($\mathbf{G}$) between traits can change what the response to selection will ultimately be in the next generation. Additionally, un-measured components of total fitness or un-measured traits can
change the evolutionary response to selection (Grafen 1989; Hadfield 2008). For example, some individuals might die before a trait is measured or expressed (the so-called “invisible fraction”) (Nakagawa and Freckleton 2008). These types of issues might be especially common in animals with complex lifecycles, such as odonates, where selection in the adult life stage is easier to measure than selection in the aquatic larval stage.

Field work

Field work in this thesis was all done at the same location and on the same two species (*Calopteryx splendens* and *Calopteryx virgo*) (Fig. 8). For 5 years (2013–2017), field studies were performed in the river system Klingavälsån in the province of Skåne in southern Sweden at Sövdemölla Gård (Lat: 55.601492, Lon: 13.657340). Studies were conducted each summer (June and July). For each year, I collected morphological, life history, and thermal performance data on two damselfly species. My field work typically took place between 10.00 and 15.00 when activity levels were the highest. Damselflies at our field site have very low activity levels when temperature are below 15°C and during rainy and windy days (i.e. no flying or mating behaviour).

Males and females of both study species were captured with handnets and processed in the field. Individual damselflies were measured by placing their wings flat against two layers of transparency paper. A digital scan was then taken with a known scale and the body and wings traits were measured in ImageJ (Schneider et al. 2012; Waller and Svensson 2016; 2017). We measured the following traits: 1) front wing lengths and widths; 2) total body length; 3) abdomen length; 4) thorax length. The mass of each caught individual was taken to the nearest ±0.002 grams. For *C. splendens* males patch length, width, and darkness were also measured from the scanned images. Patch darkness was taken as the mean intensity of a grayscale image with larger values meaning darker wing patches. Each individual was also marked with a unique 3-digit color code so that their survival could be tracked in the field (Fig. 9).

Throughout the 5 years of study, over 5000 individuals were captured and had their morphology measured. This large amount of data necessitated the implementation of automated procedures to process this large number of damselflies. I developed a trained machine learning algorithm that was able to recognize the size and position of the wings of the scanned individual damselflies. (Fig. 10)
Figure 8. Field Assistants.
Many people helped collecting data from 2013-2017. Some are pictured here.
Figure 9. damselfly being painted.
A individual being painted with a color code so that it could be tracked in the field throughout its lifespan.

Figure 10. Image processing.
I trained a random forest algorithm to separate background pixels from wing pixels and also to determine the location of the wing (i.e. from, back or right, left). Output wings pictures were later reviewed for accuracy. Wing patches of *C. splendens* males were also able to be measured using a similar procedure.
Mark-recapture methods

After marking damselflies in the field, I attempted to track how long they were living through repeated attempts to recapture the marked individuals. Not every time I went looking for a marked individual, however, did I find it. This is known as imperfect detection or low recapture probability in the field of mark-recapture methods (Fig. 11). Gimenez et al. (2008) showed, using a field dataset, that even the mode of selection (directional or stabilizing) might be wrongly inferred when variation in recapture probability is ignored.

Although imperfect detection has therefore been recognized as a problem, the severity of this problem has never been quantified. In chapter I, I use simulations to determine the degree of the problem and develop a new R package to process capture history data.

One statistical solution to imperfect detection is capture-mark-recapture methods (Jolly 1982; Seber 1965; Cormack 1964; Lebreton et al. 1992; Seber & Schwarz 2002). To correct for imperfect detection, mark recapture methods use the extra information within individual capture histories to estimate recapture probability. For example, if an individual is seen on day 1, and then not seen on
day 2, but then is seen later on day 3, (a capture history of “101”) a researcher knows that individual was definitely alive on day 2, but was simply not detected

Building the odonate phenotypic database

The Odonate Phenotypic Database (Fig. 12) is a resource for dragonfly and damselfly phenotypes (Odonates). In chapter II, I discuss construction of the database, which consists of a variety of morphological, behavioral, and biogeographical information collected from various sources in the literature. The database is not intended for species identification, but for comparative analysis within the group or to be combined with data from other groups. The database is provided along with a large tree (1322 taxa, 21% of known odonates) “The Odonate Super Tree”, which is discussed below.

I discuss how taxon-specific phenotypic databases as becoming an increasing valuable resource in comparative studies. Our database has at least some
phenotypic records for 1011 of around 6400 known species. The database is accessible at http://www.odonatephenotypicdatabase.org/.

**Odonate super tree**

For the comparative analyses done in this thesis (namely in chapters III and V, I needed a large phylogenetic tree of dragonflies and damselflies (Fig. 13), which was also time calibrated with fossils (Fig. 14).

![Odonate Super Tree](image)

*Figure 13. Odonate Super Tree.*
The odonate super tree plotted with representative species. The body length of each species is also plotted. See chapter III, for more details.

The tree is comprised 1322 taxa, which is around 21% of known odonates (n = 6400). A total of 759 of these taxa were from the suborder Zygoptera (damselflies) and a total of 563 from Anisoptera (dragonflies). All 32 known odonate families are represented in this phylogeny.
Figure 14. Fossils used for calibration.
Fossils used to time calibrate phylogenetic the odonate super tree.

Major Results

In chapter I, developed new methods in order to obtain selection gradients from mark-recapture models, so that comparable with other selection estimates, while still accounting for variation in recapture probability. Low recapture probability was a problem in my field work, since insects are difficult to track. I find that the main advantage of mark–recapture methods over other methods is the ability to control for hidden trait-dependent recapture probability, as it is often hard to tell a priori if trait dependence is an issue in a particular study. However, when trait-
dependent recapture probability is weak, traditional methods and mark-recapture methods perform similarly as long as recapture rates do not become too low, and the main problem of survival selection studies is still low statistical power. I developed the R package EasyMARK to facilitate future integration between MR methods and classical selection studies.

In **chapter II**, I discuss how we collected the data we later use in our comparative tests on dragonflies and damselflies. The Odonate Phenotypic Database is an online data resource for dragonfly and damselfly phenotypes (Insecta: Odonata). The database consists of a variety of morphological life-history behavioral traits, and biogeographical information collected from various sources in the literature. I see taxon-specific phenotypic databases becoming an increasing valuable resource in comparative studies. We have collected 34 phenotypic variables, and our database has at least some phenotypic records for 1011 of all 6400 known odonate species. The database is accessible atodonatephenotypicdatabase.org.

In **chapter III**, I integrate field data and phylogenetic comparative analyses to investigate the causes of body size evolution and stasis in dragonflies and damselflies. I address the paradox of if bigger is better, why is there widespread stasis in the fossil record? I find that there is strong evidence for “bigger is better” in the adult stage in dragonflies and damselflies, and I suggest that the lack of Cope’s rule in this group results from conflicting selection between fitness advantages of large adult size and costs of long larval development.

In **chapter IV**, I make a commentary on Uyeda et al. (2011), and the misuse of the visual metaphor of the blunderbuss as a symbol of stasis and punctuated evolution. that was originally put forward in Uyeda et al. (2011) “The million-year wait for macroevolutionary bursts”.

In chapter V, I look into the factors influencing geographic body size patterns in dragonflies and damselflies. I find that the temperature-size rule (“hotter is smaller”), might not explain global geographic size differences between species. In general, I find that temperature may not be the primary force driving latitudinal body size trends in this group, and that ecological factors such as birds and dispersal ability may play a larger role in shaping geographic body size patterns.

In **chapter VI**, I investigate the evolutionary potential of phenotypic plasticity in the thermal performance in fruit flies. I find that genetic variance in thermal performance curves might be low for male mating rate, making it unlikely that sexual selection through male mating success would be efficient in mediating evolutionary rescue through changed plasticity in response to changing temperatures.

Finally in **chapter VII**, I examine the “hotter is better” rule in damselflies. In the study, I find that temperature extremes have a negative effect on survival and mating rate in our two studies species, and that sexual selection on thermal plasticity increases in both high and low temperatures, implying that increased
heating rate (“hotter is better”) is only adaptive in non-optimal temperature environments.

Conclusions

In this thesis I set out to explore the 3 rules of insect evolution proposed by Kingsolver and Huey (2008):

- bigger is better
- hotter makes you smaller
- hotter is better

Do the 3 rules hold up? What are the three rules after this thesis?

- bigger is better, but time in the larval stage is limited.
- hotter makes you smaller, but so maybe also do birds.
- hotter is not always better, but thermoregulatory ability is favored in extreme conditions.
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